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You had your tight hold on me
I gathered some courage and gave it my best attempt
Can you hear me calling
I'm tired of chasing my own tail
I've been sitting here for days
Circles are getting us nowhere but lost at this point
Nowhere

This never meant more to me
More than any cover shoot for a magazine
I'll take my dreams as far as they will go
Snap back to reality
The only one in control of my life is me
And I'm cutting ties like a mad man
Know looking back you'll regret this as long you live
As long as you live

I'm tired of playing all these selfish games
I never asked that much
I never asked that much of you

I once had faith in you, but now I know
True color never fades
I once had faith in you, but now I know
True color never fades

You thought you had the best of me
But from the beginning I kept my eyes on you
Because I know what you do
A lesson learned don't burn the bridges you build
Because playing with fire will only leave you burned

I stuck my neck out on the line for you
And sutures won't close these wounds
Once a thief and always filled with deceit
Was it so hard to keep your word
I want the world to see
What a hollow shell you've become
Your true color will never fade
How does it feel to be exposed
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You had your tight hold on me
I gathered some courage and gave it my best attempt
Did you hear me calling
I'm tired of chasing my own tail
I've been sitting here for days
Circles are getting us nowhere but lost at this point
Nowhere

I held on to you like you were gold
But even that goes dull
You know I have a better chance
With a shot in the dark

The only useful thing that I've taken from all of this
Is never lower your eyes to an enemy
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